
" The Bullshit Society " 
 
Stop deluding yourself. The check isn't in the mail. Your vote doesn't really count. 
All men were not created equal (just why women seem so intent on having the 
same makes little sense). Quality is not job number one. The meek probably 
won't inherit much. If you are in government, crime actually does pay pretty 
darned well. Big is no longer better – «999 MAC’BILLION$ $OLD» cea$e$ to 
impre$$ even the hungrie$st passerby with a dollar or more to $pend. 
 
( …My lone, quiet sigh builds to a low roar as all those reading this sigh with me 
in unison… ) Sigh… 
 
College (and High School) grads will venture forth in the next couple of weeks to 
find a world where television advertising is believed to be both insightful and 
entertaining but where the programming of facts is considered to be merely 
«interesting, though quite irrelevant». It's the same world where team sports 
receive more money and media attention than our schools do (to ensure a good 
education?). Slam-jamming and touchdowns pay pretty darned well too, but what 
kind of values are those? What do young people remember? What do they really 
KNOW? What do they know about anything, but worse, what good is knowing? 
 
Truth is, those kids are likely to be better off inside of the ivy covered walls, than 
to be "out there". I've just come in from "out there", and I know whereof I speak. I 
have not come from CyberCity - where the digital demographics they know of 
come from lap-tops (where occasional trips back home are for clean laundry and 
money) - but rather, I've come from that real world, that clear-cut, dehydrated 
and tilted playing field where complete nincompoops rise to CEO-ship by virtue of 
sheer brass and the relative naiveté of those who turned their backs just long 
enough to get booted out by some down-sizing consultant on his or her way 
through town. Er, ah, well, picture this : 
 
I can see it now... and I can hear those new members of an increasingly "me first 
society" shouting gleefully as they grab their clean laundry and the cold cash. 
"Hey Dad, guess whose job I just got!" and to the friend who's in their company, 
"I'm taking Daddy's job! I'm taking Daddy's job! Is that the coolest thing you've 
ever heard?" 
 
Jeeze! but it's all part of the big lie. (Just flat-out pedal-to-the-metal, high-octane 
fibs. Big-buck-baloney. Know-how-nonsense. College-degree doo-doo.) 
 
I was shocked to read, in the nation's newspapers, of an imaginary job-glut that's 
ready and A-waiting. Those grads, may well find instant work, but at the new 
minimum wage of $5.15 (starting in September). Hey! Do they really wanna flip 
burgers? Is that what a degree is worth in today's Bullshit Society? 
 
I don't know about you, but for one, I am not anxious to applaud low 
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unemployment figures based on a minimum-waged workforce of burger-jockeys 
who form a service-oriented (and, I observe, a quite over-weight) society whose 
competence includes the creation of a lot of all that is not especially useful. 
(Hmm... this all resembles my past encounters with theoretical mathematics, but 
that's another story...). 
 
The CEO’s of Grabbit Inc, Loot Company, Mega Bucks Corporation, and Gamble 
and Gobble must be quite happy to hire those new grads. Mom and Dad (Val & 
Vroom Babyboom) snug in their generation, worked hard, lived large, indulged 
themselves, and have already milked (and been milked) by those cash cows. 
 
It's wonderful news! 
 
So kids, go work for "Grabbit, Gamble, or Gobble". Continue to fill up our valleys 
with tilt-up concrete buildings to store more of the wiggits you'll eventually be able 
to buy (on credit). So someone else can sell you more. So you can work longer 
hours to pay off your debts, and so you can spend even more time on an 
increasingly full freeway of an increasing number of look-alike, bubble-butted 
automobiles – just like Val and Vroom did in the Ford Taurus they’re still paying 
for. 
 
Don't expect to have much free time for yourselves (after you learn to lope along 
in rush-hour with tens of thousands of other one-occupant cars), because if you 
are lucky enough to actually be driving to a job at all, you’ll be doing so with the 
knowledge that you can expect your job to last no more than 7.5 years (at best) 
before you move on, or have been down-sized, out-sourced, or out-placed. 
 
Good luck! 
 
My advice? Best to buy yourselves a fine pair of cowboy boots – ‘cause, although 
you may not have stepped into it… if you can already smell it, you’ve probably 
«made it» in the Bullshit Society  that is… 
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